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This major two-volume study offers an interdisciplinary analysis of Montaigne's Essais and their fortunes in early modern Europe and the
modern western university. Volume one focuses on contexts from within Montaigne's own milieu, and on the ways in which his book made
him a patron-author or instant classic in the eyes of his editor Marie de Gournay and his promoter Justus Lipsius. Volume two focuses on the
reader-writers across Europe who used the Essais to make their own works, from corrected editions and translations in print, to life-writing
and personal records in manuscript. The two volumes work together to offer a new picture of the book's significance in literary and intellectual
history. Montaigne's is now usually understood to be the school of late humanism or of Pyrrhonian scepticism. This study argues that the
school of Montaigne potentially included everyone in early modern Europe with occasion and means to read and write for themselves and for
their friends and family, unconstrained by an official function or scholastic institution. For the Essais were shaped by a battle that had
intensified since the Reformation and that would continue through to the pre-Enlightenment period. It was a battle to regulate the educated
individual's judgement in reading and acting upon the two books bequeathed by God to man. The book of scriptures and the book of nature
were becoming more accessible through print and manuscript cultures. But at the same time that access was being mediated more
intensively by teachers such as clerics and humanists, by censors and institutions, by learned authors of past and present, and by
commentaries and glosses upon those authors. Montaigne enfranchised the unofficial reader-writer with liberties of judgement offered and
taken in the specific historical conditions of his era. The study draws on new ways of approaching literary history through the history of the
book and of reading. The Essais are treated as a mobile, transnational work that travelled from Bordeaux to Paris and beyond to markets in
other countries from England and Switzerland, to Italy and the Low Countries. Close analysis of editions, paratexts, translations, and
annotated copies is informed by a distinct concept of the social context of a text. The concept is derived from anthropologist Alfred Gell's
notion of the 'art nexus': the specific types of actions and agency relations mediated by works of art understood as 'indexes' that give rise to
inferences of particular kinds. Throughout the two volumes the focus is on the particular nexus in which a copy, an edition, an extract, is
embedded, and on the way that nexus might be described by early-modern people.
Public law
Busty is a collection of original short stories and confessions from both women and men, collected specially for those in love with womens's
breasts. This salicious body of work has been edited by a genuine enthusiast, drawing on extensive experience and an unashamed
obsession with full breasts, from the pleasingly womanly to the down right gigantic. This is not only an epic journey to the heights of breast
worship, but the third book in the new Nexus Enthusiast imprint: an original series that will explore and tantalise the reader with the most
highly detailed fetish literature actually written by genuine enthusiasts for genuine enthusiasts. It's as kinky as fiction can get!
Presents the best scholarship on Augustine's Confessions which will facilitate a better understanding of this masterpiece.
This book is to arm you, the consumer, with information you need so that you are in control of the timeshare presentation and so that you
know what questions to ask, the real reasons you should buy, the real reasons you shouldn't buy and what to look for.
X-Men meets Marissa Meyer’s Renegades when New York Times bestselling author of the Uglies series Scott Westerfeld teams up with
award-winning authors Margo Lanagan and Deborah Biancotti for this explosive trilogy filled with “cinematic nonstop action,” (Booklist) about
six teens with unique abilities. Don’t call them heroes. But these six California teens have powers that set them apart. Take Ethan, a.k.a.
Scam. He’s got a voice inside him that’ll say whatever you want to hear, whether it’s true or not. Which is handy, except when it isn’t—like
when the voice starts gabbing in the middle of a bank robbery. The only people who can help are the other Zeroes, who aren’t exactly best
friends these days. Enter Nate, a.k.a. Bellwether, the group’s “glorious leader.” After Scam’s SOS, he pulls the scattered Zeroes back
together. But when the rescue blows up in their faces, the Zeroes find themselves propelled into whirlwind encounters with ever more
dangerous criminals. At the heart of the chaos they find Kelsie, who can take a crowd in the palm of her hand and tame it or let it loose as she
pleases. Filled with high-stakes action and drama, Zeroes unites three powerhouse authors for the opening installment of a thrilling new
series.
Perkins, a former chief economist at a Boston strategic-consulting firm, confesses he was an "economic hit man" for 10 years, helping U.S.
intelligence agencies and multinationals cajole and blackmail foreign leaders into serving U.S. foreign policy and awarding lucrative contracts
to American business.

No description available
Written for both lawyers and judges, New York Confessions offers complete coverage of admissibility and exclusion of a
defendant's statements under New York law and is divided into three sections: •Admissibility and Suppression of a Defendant's
Statement: Part 1 covers the Miranda rule, New York's right to counsel rules, traditional involuntariness, statements derived from
unlawful conduct, and Criminal Procedure Law section 60.45 •Statement Suppression Litigation: Part 2 covers notice
requirements under the Criminal Procedure Law, motion papers, responses and orders granting hearings, suppression hearings,
burden of proof, courtroom closure, rules of evidence, discovery, reopening of suppression hearings, and appeals from
suppression rulings. •Use of a Defendant's Statements at Trial: Part 3 covers express admissions, implied and adoptive
admissions, admissions by counsel, the rule of fairness, redaction, use of statements made in a courtroom, use of guilty pleas, use
of silence, use of suppressed statements for impeachment purposes, and litigation of the voluntariness of a defendant's
statements before the jury.
A “brilliant and hilarious” novel of the end times in America and one psychiatrist’s quest to save mankind, from a New York
Times–bestselling author (Dallas Morning News). The United States seems to be on the brink of catastrophe. From the abandoned
cars littering the highways (no one remembers how to fix them) to the endless hours spent on the golf course (now open twentyfour hours for those who can’t bother to wait until daylight to putt) to the starkly polarized political and religious factions dividing
the country (which are increasingly difficult to tell apart), it is startlingly evident that the great experiment of the American Dream
has failed. The only problem is that no one has noticed. No one, that is, except Dr. Thomas More. Dr. More, an alcoholic,
womanizing, lapsed-Catholic psychiatrist, has invented the lapsometer: a machine capable of diagnosing and curing the spiritual
afflictions that are speeding society toward its inevitable collapse. If used correctly, the lapsometer could make anxiety,
depression, alienation, and racism things of the past. But, in the wrong hands, it could propel the nation even more quickly into
chaos. Hailed as “vividly entertaining” by the Los Angeles Times and “profoundly moving” by the Milwaukee Journal, Love in the
Ruins is a towering, mind-bending work of satirical speculative fiction by the National Book Award–winning author of The
Moviegoer.
The crime of rape has been prevalent in all contexts, whether committed during armed conflict or in peacetime, and has largely
been characterised by a culture of impunity. International law, through its branches of international human rights law, international
humanitarian law and international criminal law, has increasingly condemned such violence and is progressively obliging states to
prevent rape, whether committed by a state agent or a private actor.
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Over the past several decades, Reformed theologian and biblical scholar James B. Jordan has produced a unique body of work.
His electrifying commentaries and essays on Scripture, along with his penetrating writings on Trinitarian theology, liturgics, music,
and culture have inspired a growing number of pastors and theologians. In this Festschrift, Jordan's friends and associates
celebrate his contributions by applying his methods and insights to a range of biblical, theological, liturgical, and cultural questions.
The Glory of Kings aims to bring Jordan's work to the attention of a wider audience and to introduce the work of a scholar that R.
R. Reno has called one of the most important Christian intellectuals of our day.
Thomas De Quincey (1785-1859) is considered one of the most important English prose writers of the early-19th century. This is
the first part of a 21-volume set presenting De Quincey's work, also including previously unpublished material.
A monumental reference work that addresses the broad interest in Christianity and religion around the world describes the
Christian faith and community in their myriad forms--today and throughout the two thousand years of Christian history.

A fresh, new translation of Augustine's third work as a Christian convert The first four works written by St. Augustine of
Hippo after his conversion to Christianity are dialogues that have influenced prominent thinkers from Boethius to Bernard
Lonergan. Usually called the "Cassiciacum dialogues," these four works are of a high literary and intellectual quality,
combining Ciceronian and neo-Platonic philosophy, Roman comedy and Vergilian poetry, and early Christian theology.
They are also, arguably, Augustine's most charming works, exhibiting his whimsical levity and ironic wryness. On Order is
the third work in this tetralogy, and it is Augustine's only work explicitly devoted to theodicy, the reconciliation of Almighty
God's goodness with evil's existence. In this dialogue, Augustine argues that a certain kind of self-knowledge is the key
to unlocking the answers to theodicy's vexing questions, and he devotes the latter half of the dialogue to an excursus on
the liberal arts as disciplines that will help strengthen the mind to know itself and God.
This book is a culturally situated study of the experiences and perspective garnered from of a group of post-secondary
Black African American, bi-multi-racial male students aged 19-37. The undergirding interest was to see if there was an
awareness of the group's manly inclinations, tendencies and predispositions and understand how such awareness
projects and influences their quest and discipline for learning and to academically achieve. The sociological construct of
"habitus", as conveyor of dispositions, inclinations, and tendencies, provides an analytical framework permitting an
appreciation of interactions between personal identity, social belonging and approaches to learning and education. The
result is an original and powerful account of the ways in which unspoken dominant mainstream intergroup cultural
relationships, involving social-political attitudes, decision making, and behavioral reactions and responses, interact with
internalized self-in-group or in ascription with group, oppression, repression, intellectual-cognitive-physical strategies,
determination, and work, that have brought men of Black African American, bi-multi-racial descent, in the U.S., to their
current social position. Unlike some public discourse in U.S. society, this is not a blame game, nor is it one of
relinquishing self or group responsibility, but one based upon and motivated by a deeper understanding of complex facts.
The prose can be best described as an ethnographical narrative, synthesizing a wealth of original observations with
insights from scholarly and popular literature and media. Its original and engaging style may appeal to a broad audience
including postsecondary educators and students, researchers studying the sociology of gender, African American
identity, intercultural relational communications, student services, social work, and social psychology as well as mental
and physical healthcare practitioners.
Featuring 15 explosive new chapters, this new edition of the New York Times bestseller brings the story of Economic Hit
Men up-to-date and, chillingly, home to the U.S.?but it also gives us hope and the tools to fight back. Former economic
hit man John Perkins shares new details about the ways he and others cheated countries around the globe out of trillions
of dollars. Then he reveals how the deadly EHM cancer he helped create has spread far more widely and deeply than
ever in the US and everywhere else—to become the dominant system of business, government, and society today.
Finally, he gives an insider view of what we each can do to change it. Economic hit men are the shock troops of what
Perkins calls the corporatocracy, a vast network of corporations, banks, colluding governments, and the rich and powerful
people tied to them. If the EHMs can't maintain the corrupt status quo through nonviolent coercion, the jackal assassins
swoop in. The heart of this book is a completely new section, over 100 pages long, that exposes the fact that all the EHM
and jackal tools—false economics, false promises, threats, bribes, extortion, debt, deception, coups, assassinations,
unbridled military power—are used around the world today exponentially more than during the era Perkins exposed over a
decade ago. As dark as the story gets, this reformed EHM also provides hope. Perkins offers specific actions each of us
can take to transform what he calls a failing Death Economy into a Life Economy that provides sustainable abundance for
all.
What's a boy to do—in Caleb Roehrig's YA paranormal romance The Fell of Dark—when his crush is a hot vampire with a
mystery to solve? The only thing August Pfeiffer hates more than algebra is living in a vampire town. Located at a nexus
of mystical energy fields, Fulton Heights is practically an electromagnet for supernatural drama. And when a mysterious
(and annoyingly hot) vampire boy arrives with a cryptic warning, Auggie suddenly finds himself at the center of it. An
ancient and terrible power is returning to the earthly realm, and somehow Auggie seems to be the only one who can stop
it.
This book discusses private policing conducted by fraud examiners and financial crime specialists when there is
suspicion of white-collar crime. The theory of convenience applies to the suspected crime, while the maturity model
applies to the conducted investigation. Private policing of economic crime by fraud examiners in internal investigations is
a topic of increasing concern as there is a growing business for law firms and auditing firms to conduct inquiries and
reviews when there is suspicion of misconduct, wrongdoing, and crime by white-collar offenders. The key features of this
book are the application of a structural model for convenience theory and the application of a maturity model for fraud
examinations. The structural model assesses convenience themes for motive, opportunity, and willingness in each case
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study, while the maturity model assesses the level of private policing maturity in fraud examinations. For the first time,
two emerging frameworks to study white-collar offenses and private policing maturity are introduced and applied to a
number of cases from Denmark, Iceland, Moldova, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. This book will be
essential to those studying law, business, and criminology, as well as practicing fraud examiners.
In 1940s Los Angeles, an unidentified murder victim is found bisected in a shadowy lot. A catchy nickname is given her in
jest—"The Virgin Tramp"—and suddenly a "nice little homicide that would have drifted off the front pages in a couple of
days" becomes a storm center. Two brothers, Tom and Des Spellacy, are at the heart of this powerful novel of IrishCatholic life in Southern California just after World War II. Played in the film version by Robert Duvall and Robert De Niro
respectively, Tom is a homicide detective and Des is a priest on the rise within the Church. The murder investigation
provides the background against which are played the ever changing loyalties of the two brothers. Theirs is a world of
favors and fixes, power and promises, inhabited by priests and pimps, cops and contractors, boxers and jockeys and
lesbian fight promoters and lawyers who know how to put the fix in. A fast-paced and often hilarious classic of
contemporary fiction, True Confessions is about a crime that has no solutions, only victims. More important, it is about
the complex relationship between Tom and Des Spellacy, each tainted with the guilt and hostility that separate brothers.
Following 9/11, increased attention has been given to the place of religion in the public sphere. Across the world, Law
and Religion has developed as a sub-discipline and scholars have grappled with the meaning and effect of legal texts
upon religion. The questions they ask, however, cannot be answered by reference to Law alone therefore their work has
increasingly drawn upon work from other disciplines. This Research Handbook assists by providing introductory but
provocative essays from experts on a range of concepts, perspectives and theories from other disciplines, which can be
used to further Law and Religion scholarship.
In "The Death of Ivan Ilyich," a middle-aged judge falls gravely ill and is shinned by his materialistic family; and in
"Confession," Tolstoy charts his own religious evolution from his rejection of the Orthodox Church to his embrace of
spirituality.
Lonesome Lily turned Scandalous Siren Miss Lillian Hargrove has lived much of her life alone in a gilded cage, longing
for love and companionship. When an artist offers her pretty promises and begs her to pose for a scandalous portrait, Lily
doesn’t hesitate . . . until the lying libertine leaves her in disgrace. With the painting now public, Lily has no choice but to
turn to the one man who might save her from ruin. Highland Devil turned Halfhearted Duke The Duke of Warnick loathes
all things English, none more so than the aristocracy. It does not matter that the imposing Scotsman has inherited one of
the most venerable dukedoms in Britain—he wants nothing to do with it, especially when he discovers that the unwanted
title comes with a troublesome ward, one who is far too old and far too beautiful to be his problem. Tartan Comes to
Town Warnick arrives in London with a single goal: get the chit married and see her become someone else’s problem,
then return to a normal, quiet life in Scotland. It’s the perfect plan, until Lily declares she’ll only marry for love . . . and
the Scot finds that there is one thing in England he likes far too much . . .
This book is about the politics of cyberspace. It shows that cyberspace is no mere virtual reality but a rich geography of
practices and power relations. Using concepts and methods derived from the work of Michel Foucault, Jeremy Crampton
explores the construction of digital subjectivity, web identity and authenticity, as well as the nature and consequences of
the digital divide between the connected and those abandoned in limbo. He demonstrates that it is by processes of
mapping that we understand cyberspace and in doing so delineates the critical role maps play in constructing cyberspace
as an object of knowledge. Maps, he argues, shape political thinking about cyberspace, and he deploys in-depth case
studies of crime mapping, security and geo-surveillance to show how we map ourselves onto cyberspace, inexorably and
indelibly. Clearly argued and vigorously written this book offers a powerful reinterpretation of cyberspace, politics, and
contemporary life.
With respect to the countries of the world, this work addresses two basic questions: "How does religion affect politics in
this country?" and "How does politics affect religion in this country?" • Covers major geographic regions such as Africa
and South America and provides alphabetically arranged entries on topics related to religion and contemporary politics in
particular countries • Cites works for further reading • Features essays within each section that compare and contrast the
dynamics of religion and politics among the countries within that region • Contains sidebars that highlight key points and
present interesting information • Provides a bibliography of the most important broad works on contemporary religion and
politics in the modern world
Examines the problem of excluding relevant evidence from trial. Reviews proposals to alter the remedy for unreasonable
search & seizures under the 4th amendment & to revisit Congress' earlier attempt to ensure that voluntary confessions
are brought before the jury. Witnesses: Akhil R. Amar, Yale Law School; William Gangi, St. John's U.; Paul J. Larkin, Jr.,
King & Spaulding; Judge Ralph Adam Fine, Wisc.; Joseph D. Grano, Wayne State U. Law School; Paul G. Cassell, U. of
Utah College of Law; Michael McCann, DA, Milwaukee, WI; Carol S. Steiker, Harvard Law School; & Thomas Y. Davies,
U. of Tenn. Coll. of Law.
New York ConfessionsLexisNexis
"Hilarious…This book charmed my socks off." —Patricia O’Conner, New York Times Book Review Mary Norris has spent
more than three decades working in The New Yorker’s renowned copy department, helping to maintain its celebrated
high standards. In Between You & Me, she brings her vast experience with grammar and usage, her good cheer and
irreverence, and her finely sharpened pencils to help the rest of us in a boisterous language book as full of life as it is of
practical advice. Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR, Amazon, Wall Street Journal, Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, and
Library Journal.
Comics are a pervasive art form and an intrinsic part of the cultural fabric of most countries. And yet, relatively little has been
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written on the translation of comics. Comics in Translation attempts to address this gap in the literature and to offer the first and
most comprehensive account of various aspects of a diverse range of social practices subsumed under the label 'comics'.
Focusing on the role played by translation in shaping graphic narratives that appear in various formats, different contributors
examine various aspects of this popular phenomenon. Topics covered include the impact of globalization and localization
processes on the ways in which translated comics are embedded in cultures; the import of editorial and publishing practices;
textual strategies adopted in translating comics, including the translation of culture- and language-specific features; and the
interplay between visual and verbal messages. Comics in translation examines comics that originate in different cultures, belong to
quite different genres, and are aimed at readers of different age groups and cultural backgrounds, from Disney comics to Art
Spiegelman's Maus, from Katsuhiro ?tomo's Akira to Goscinny and Uderzo's Astérix. The contributions are based on first-hand
research and exemplify a wide range of approaches. Languages covered include English, Italian, Spanish, Arabic, French,
German, Japanese and Inuit. The volume features illustrations from the works discussed and an extensive annotated bibliography.
Contributors include: Raffaella Baccolini, Nadine Celotti, Adele D'Arcangelo, Catherine Delesse, Elena Di Giovanni, Heike
Elisabeth Jüngst, Valerio Rota, Carmen Valero-Garcés, Federico Zanettin and Jehan Zitawi.
Discusses plays, films, and teleplays responding to the House Committee on Un-American Activities hearings.
A Kafkaesque Memoir is that rarity in the psychological literature: a patient's account of the complete arc of his own
psychoanalysis from first session to last. It is the memoir of a literature professor who walks into a psychotherapist's office one day
seeking a quick hypnotherapy fix for a driving phobia and ends up staying for a nine-year Jungian analysis that fundamentally
transforms him. Personal struggle, the dance of analysis and the contemporary culture wars intersect in this absorbing tale of a
man's late-life quest to heal a deeply divided self.
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